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On March 29, 2006, a total solar eclipse occurred. It was the first solar eclipse since 2003,
which was only seen in Antarctica. People from
Europe to Mongolia could see this year’s amazing
eclipse.
Children, adults and scientists gathered with
their sun glasses, mirrors, and telescopes to see
this phenomenal event. People gathered on
beaches, streets, balconies
and rooftops, and tourists
gathered from all over the
world to see this event
A total solar eclipse
occurs when the moon comes
between the earth and the sun, blocking the entire sun from view except for an outside ring
called a corona. The eclipse lasted longest in
Libya, four minutes and seven seconds.
"It is amazing, the best experience of my
life. I never imagined I would see
this, it is a wonderful experience," said Jan
Jalving, a Dutch
visitor to Cape
Coast.

On Wednesday April 5, Katie Couric announced her official resignation as co-host of
The Today Show. There have been numerous
reports over the past few months about her
pondering the idea of
leaving the popular
morning news show,
and now she’s finally
confirmed it.
Katie Couric,
who is leaving a $20
million contract with
The Today Show in
May, is going to be a
night anchor for CBS
News and part of the
60 Minutes crew. Her new contract will pay her
“only” $13 million a year. Katie will replace Bob
Schieffer starting in September. She will become the first solo female evening anchor in
network news history.
My family always has The Today Show on
TV while we get ready for work and school, and
I am anxious to find out who will be replacing
her.

Favorite War Movies
10 Most-Favorite War Movies
Saving Private Ryan
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